


What is Day of Silence?

Every year millions participate in Day of SIlence. People from many 
communities come together every April to advocate and bring awareness to 
discrimination and bullying in the school system which specifically harms 
queer youth. This day of awareness brings attention to the community across 
school campuses, businesses, as well as various events. 

During this day of awareness, adults, allies, and queer youth spend the day in 
complete silence, regardless of the situation. While some participate in the 
day alone, others attend marches and protests to amplify the silence among 
communities. Rallies and speaking events end the silence at the end of the 
day, allowing participants to bring awareness to this cause that impacts youth 
together. This is accomplished through sharing stories, and informing others 
about more ways schools and allies can grow with their inclusivity of queer 
youth. Social media is utilized as well to spread awareness. 



The History of Day of Silence
In 1996, Maria Pulzetti created the Day of Silence with her classmates in the 
University of Virginia for a class project on non violent protests. More than 150 
students participated in the event, and it became national in 1997, with 
approximately 100 campuses taking part in the Day of Silence. In 2001, GLSEN, 
one of the largest LGBTQ+ education and support groups in the United States, 
officially sponsored the Day of Silence. Today, over 10,000 educators and 
students participate in this movement, from both the LGBTQ+ community and 
their allies from all fifty states, as well as from all grade levels. 



Why is Day of Silence Important?

There are many reasons why Day of Silence is important. So many queer youth are 
victimized, bullied, harassed, and isolated because they are seen as different from 
others. This is especially harmful towards youth in the community who don’t live in 
safe environments, which can include disapproving families, or schools that don’t 
recognize bullying towards queer kids. Day of Silence is so important because it brings 
awareness to those who don’t realize the harm that is affecting queer youth. This day 
of awareness allows others to recognize how the youth community is affected, and it 
informs others of how to contribute to the cause of supporting the community as well. 
Because of Day of SIlence, schools, adults, and allies who support and protect queer 
youth are able to participate in hands-on activism, and make changes that are needed 
in their communities if violence towards youth is present. Through this day of activism, 
we’re able to further educate ourselves, as well as others of how to take action, 
defend queer youth, and establish change in our world that benefits those who are 
bullied. 



How do People Participate in the Day of Silence Movement?
On the Day of Silence, participants take a day long vow of silence that is broken at 
the end of the day. The silence is used to bring attention to how many people in 
the LGBTQ+ community are silenced due to their sexuality and gender identity, 
while the break in silence brings further awareness to the discrimination, bullying, 
and harassment that they go through. Many people who participate in this 
movement call attention to the Day of Silence by wearing tape over their mouths 
and Xs on their hands. The silence is often broken by rallies and speaking events. 



What Are Schools And Local GSAs Doing to Protect Youth?

Some LGBT youth experience supportive, welcoming school environments where they 
are physically and emotionally safe and their LGBT identity is respected or even 
embraced. Others may experience unwelcoming, unsafe, and unsupportive conditions 
in schools. Research has found that LGBT youth are more likely to experience stress and 
fear in school than are non-LGBT youth. Schools and GSAs are creating a safe 
environment for LGBT youth, teachers include their pronouns in zoom names and email 
signatures, and GSA clubs like SAGA provide a warm environment for students to 
discuss LGBT news and current issues in a safe space.



Resources
Frequently Asked Questions About Day of Silence

https://gsafewi.org/resources/for-youth-gsas/gsa-actions-events/frequently-asked-questions-about-day-of-s
ilence/

Day of Silence

https://nationaltoday.com/national-day-silence/

How to Celebrate Day of Silence Virtually

https://www.glaad.org/amp/how-to-celebrate-day-of-silence-on-25th-anniversary

Contact SAGA Club Officers if You Have Any Questions

Lucas Massa - massaluc000@frogrock.org

Jaeden White - whitejae000@frogrock.org

Mr. Rice - jrice@bisd303.org 
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